The User Friendly Manual Pool Vacuum

Professional People, Quality Service

Hammer-head
Manual Pool Vacuum
The battery powered Hammer-Head is a totally
self-contained manual vacuum
The popular commercial model has a 750mm wide
head, ideal for public pools
All the hassles and dangers associated with
conventional pumps, vacuum hoses, extension cords,
power outlets etc. are now a thing of the past
Set-up is quick and simple. Wheel out the HammerHead, attach the pole, place the Hammer-Head in the
pool, turn it on and you’re immediately cleaning. Your
set-up time is literally seconds
The Hammer-Head’s large capacity filter bag makes
debris collection a breeze. It is self-contained and easy
to clean and comes in standard or superfine grades
The Hammer-Head has a factory sealed marine motor
and pumps an astounding 1000 L/min, vacuuming up
almost anything including sticks, leaves, sand and
even coins
It comes with an 18m tough flotation cord
It has a stainless steel pole swivel
The Hammer-Head is safe for vinyl pool liners
It comes with its own powder coated caddy cart
with large diameter non-marking solid airless wheels
allowing easy handling to and from the pool, up
and down stairs and into small storage areas. It can
transport everything you need in one trip
It has a large marine battery box and a weatherproof
marine switch

Outboard wheels keep the vacuum mouth
unobstructed, while protecting the head.

Specifications
Suction rate
Motor unit voltage
Cable Length
Filtration

1000 L/min
12V DC
18m
Standard and Superfine
heavy mesh filter bags
12V battery operated	No power outlets or
extension cords needed
Weight of head and cord 12.5kg
Powder coated caddy
Included
Warranty
12 months
Head width
750mm
Battery and Pole
Not included

Twist the pole and the vacuum head responds
by turning left or right.

The vacuum head rocks back when you push
forward and forward when you pull back,
concentrating the suction where it’s needed most.
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